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Level 1 Spanish, 2019
90908 Demonstrate understanding of a variety of spoken 

Spanish texts on areas of most immediate relevance

2.00 p.m. Wednesday 27 November 2019 
Credits: Five

Achievement Achievement with Merit Achievement with Excellence
Demonstrate understanding of a variety 
of spoken Spanish texts on areas of 
most immediate relevance.

Demonstrate clear understanding of 
a variety of spoken Spanish texts on 
areas of most immediate relevance.

Demonstrate thorough understanding 
of a variety of spoken Spanish texts on 
areas of most immediate relevance.

Check that the National Student Number (NSN) on your admission slip is the same as the number at the 
top of this page.

Listen to THREE passages. You will hear EACH passage THREE times:
• The first time, you will hear the passage as a whole.
• The second and third times, you will hear the passage in sections, with a pause after each.
• As you listen, you may make notes in the LISTENING NOTES boxes provided.
• Before each passage begins, you will have 30 seconds per question to preview the questions.
• At the end of each passage, you will have time to review your answers.

You should attempt ALL the questions in this booklet.

Answer each question in your choice of English, te reo Māori, and / or Spanish. If you need more room for 
any answer, use the extra space provided at the back of this booklet.

Check that this booklet has pages 2–8 in the correct order and that none of these pages is blank.

YOU MUST HAND THIS BOOKLET TO THE SUPERVISOR AT THE END OF THE EXAMINATION.
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Merit

17

No part of the candidate evidence in this exemplar material 
may be presented in an external assessment for the purpose 

of gaining credits towards an NCEA qualification.















Merit Exemplar 2019 

Subject Spanish Standard 90908 Overall grade 17 

Q Grade Annotation 

1 05 

This answer provides evidence towards 05 because it shows clear 
understanding across both part A and part B by identifying most of the 
problems the team faced and most solutions in detail, e.g. “the players did not 
do a sufficient amount of exercise and did not go to the gym or do sport for 
many hours a day… they liked to go out every night, so then they were too 
tired… they will exercise for 8 hours a day”. However, some of the details were 
missed that were required for 06 such as “players did not pass the ball”, and 
“staying up late and eating unhealthily is prohibited”. Clear understanding is 
shown, despite minor inconsistencies, e.g. “the players were starting to play 
football for the first time”.   

2 06 

The candidate shows clear understanding of the text. In section A, the 
candidate correctly identifies detailed evidence from to justify why Elvira should 
not join the dance group, e.g. “She had an accident on her bike two months ago 
and injured her right knee”. In section B, details such as “he does not like that 
the games are very long” and “does not like that it is necessary to get up very 
early in the weekends because he is too lazy” show a clear understanding. 
Minor inconsistencies such as “he has played for 6 years” do not affect this. The 
candidate does not achieve 07 because they have not communicated inferred 
meanings, such as “he should play cricket because he is talented and it will 
force him to have a healthier lifestyle”. 

3 06 

The candidate shows clear understanding overall, giving detailed examples of 
activities Carla has recommended to Lucas, e.g. “Another cultural experience is 
the national theatre in the centre of the city. Seeing he is a student, he would 
not have to pay” and “Costa Rica is famous for the volcano. It is very tall and it 
is an active volcano. When it is sunny, the views are marvellous, but when it is 
raining it is dangerous and you can see nothing”. In section B, the candidate 
justifies the time of year with all correct details, such as Christmas, the weather 
and the outdoor activities. For the candidate to achieve a higher grade, the 
communication of inferences is required. 
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